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IoT modules
with your
favorite Click
boards™
Start your project development with our Click shield for Particle Gen 3 fast and easy. This Click
Shield designed with an M.2 connector, combined with two mikroBUS™ sockets, provides you
immediate access to thousands of Click boards™ from our offer, allowing you to create various
applications with one host board.



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Overview

Click shield for Particle Gen 3 is the perfect way to expand the functionalities of your
development board compatible with Particle's B series of cellular IoT modules. It provides two
mikroBUS™ sockets to add any functionality from our ever-growing range of Click boards™. We
are fully stocked with everything, from sensors and WiFi transceivers to motor control and
audio amplifiers.

The central part of this Shield’s design includes the M.2 (NGFF) SoM connector, two mikroBUS
sockets, a connector for the LiPo battery, NFC antenna, RGB LED, RESET, and MODE buttons,
with an additional power supply unit located on the bottom side of the board. It comes with an
onboard USB type C connector and a battery connector for backup power supply, including
enough power in case you want to switch modules in the future.

This development platform provides users with an effortless and common way to combine the
Particle's B series of cellular IoT modules board with their favorite Click boards™ in their
upcoming projects.

Note: Particle's B series of cellular IoT modules are not included in the package.
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The Click shield for Particle Gen 3 is designed with an M.2 (NGFF) 67-position connector. It
comes equipped with two proprietary mikroBUS™ sockets, allowing the Click board™ devices
from our ever-growing range to be interfaced with the Particle's B series of cellular IoT modules
with no effort at all. It also includes the M.2 (NGFF) SoM connector,a connectors for the LiPo
battery and NFC antenna, RGB LED, RESET, and MODE buttons, with an additional part of the
design, the power supply unit located on the bottom side of the board.

It comes with an onboard USB type C connector and a battery connector for backup power
supply, including enough power in case you want to switch modules in the future. Because of
that, it can be battery-powered and used as a standalone device. It has the MC34671, a Li-Ion
or Li-Polymer battery charger that allows battery charging when Click board™ is inserted in
mikroBUS™ socket or plugged into a USB port with the CHG LED indicator indicating the
charging in progress.

What is especially respected with the M.2 connector design is that no components are placed
underneath the SoM. Since the B series SoMs are two-sided, the RF shielding may hit
components under the SIM, preventing the SoM from seating correctly. That’s why the ground
plane and traces can and are placed in that zone, while all other components are placed in the
opposite direction from this area.

In the addition of the SoM connector, what is still necessary is the hold-down screw to be added
on the front side of the board. The M.2 connector does not have integrated locks, so if you
don't have the hold-down screw, the module that goes in it will pop right up again. The best
option for the screw is to use an M2*3 (M2 2mm screw, 3mm long) with a 4mm head. With the
proper standoff and screw, like on this board, the SoM will be level with the board, and the RF
shield on the bottom will not touch the baseboard.

On the right side of the top layer of the board, the user can find extra extracted pins (AN and
SOM pins) from the M.2 connector that allows easy access to the AN and SoM IO pins. These
are “SoM specific pins” which are different for each SoM model. Some of these SOM pins are
supporting external SIM on the M.2 interface. The SIM holder is added on the bottom side of the
board, allowing an easy SIM change for their future applications. In association with these pins,
two of them, SOM3 and SOM4, are connected with a U.FL connector for an optional NFC
antenna connection.

On the side of indications and user notifications, RGB status LED is implemented for the simple
reason that it is complicated to see what the device is doing without it. The design of the RGB
LED includes 1K current limiting resistors, which makes the LED less blinding but still provides
sufficient current to light the LEDs. Also, the board has two additional buttons, RESET and
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 MODE, implemented as well, which can be used for hardware reset or change of operating
mode.

Once you connect the Particle's B series of cellular IoT modules with our Click shield for Particle
Gen 3, it will allow you to access a thousand Click boards™ working with 3.3V or 5V logic
voltage level. For checking which Click boards™ is compatible, please open our Click Shop
filter. Our Click boards™ are equipped with a library containing functions and example source
codes for Mikroe compilers available on LibStock, which can be used, as a reference, for further
development.

 

Power your inventions
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When the USB type C connector is connected to the Click shield for Particle Gen 3, the
connected Click shield and mikroBUS™ sockets will be powered from it.

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

When the battery is connected to the battery connector on the bottom side of the board the
power will be provided to the Click Shield from it, including mikroBUS™ sockets.

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

When the USB type C connector and the battery is connected to the Click shield for Particle
Gen 3 at the same time, the mikroBUS™ sockets will be powered from the USB Type C
connector.

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Specifications

Type Shield
Applications Click shield for Particle Gen 3 allows you to

combine Click boards™ with Particle's B series
of cellular IoT modules.

On-board modules 2x mikroBUS™ connector, 1xM.2 (NGFF)
67-position connector, 1xU.FL connector for an
optional NFC antenna, power management
unit, SIM card holder, USB type C connector,
battery connector.

Interface Analog,GPIO,I2C,PWM,SPI,UART
Compatibility mikroBUS™
Input Voltage 3.3V,5V,External

Resources

mikroBUS™

mikroSDK

Click board™ Catalog

Click boards™

Downloads

Click shield for Particle Gen 3 2D and 3D files

Click shield for Particle Gen 3 schematic
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